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Pattern formation on nonuniform surfaces by correlated random sequential absorptions
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The pattern formation on nonuniform surfaces by correlated-random sequential absorption~CRSA! process
has been investigated by computer simulations. The nonuniform surfaces are represented by percolation clus-
ters with probabilitiesps and ps stands for the nonuniform degree of surfaces. The interactions between the
particles and the defects in surfaces are involved by introducing a sticking coefficients. Whens→0, the CRSA
process is controlled by the absorption of surfaces and the correlation between particles. With the correlation
increasing from a weak limit to a strong one, the cluster consisting of absorbed particles changes from the
dispersed pattern of site percolation to correlated percolation, and then to Leath percolation clusters. Whens
→1 andps→pc , the CRSA process is dominated by the absorption of the defects, wherepc is the threshold
of percolations. The patterns appear randomly dispersed in spite of the correlation. With the decrease ofs and
increase ofps , the interaction controlling the CRSA process changes from the absorption of defects to that of
surface and the correlation between particles gradually. For the systems→0, the transition correlation expo-
nentac5ds , whereds is the fractal dimension of the percolation surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium growth often gives rise to fractal stru
ture, which are statistically self-similar over a range of leng
scales. Fractal growth phenomena have attracted cons
able attention during the last two decades@1–3#. There are
two basic models of fractal aggregation: particle-cluster
gregation ~PCA! @4,5#, cluster-cluster aggregation~CCA!
@6,7#. In PCA model, the particles are deposited one by o
so it is suitable in the case of very low flux for monolay
growth @2,4,8#. The model describes a great variety of agg
gation processes such as cluster formation in electrodep
tion, molecular-beam epitaxy, and growth of bacterial co
nies@3,9#. If the particles are put into the system all at onc
the aggregation process can be described by CCA mo
e.g., colloid aggregation@1,3,6,7#.

In many other systems, particles become immobile o
they are deposited onto the surface. These systems ca
described by the random-sequential-adsorption~RSA! pro-
cesses@10#. A variety of physical, chemical, and biologica
problems can be modeled by RSA processes@11#. For ex-
ample, chemisorption on single crystal surfaces, at low te
perature where surface diffusion is limited, provides a na
ral application of RSA processes. Other examples incl
deposition of macromolecules and microscopic particles,
actions on one-dimensional~1D! polymer chains, car park
ing, etc.@11#. Except for the shape size and overlapping
particles, RSA is similar to the process of producing s
percolation@11–14#. The geometric and kinetic characteri
tics of RSA process in uniform space are fairly well know
@10–12#. In RSA process, the correlation between depos
particles, the nonuniformity of space, and the interaction
tween the defects in surfaces and particles, have not b
paid much attention@10–13#. In the process of urban growth
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there is the correlation between settlers, i.e., later sett
prefer to settling down near to the former ones@15#. And in
the process of epidemic spreading, the individuals beco
correlated due to the spreading method of diseases@16–18#.
As for the cluster formation on surfaces, many actual s
faces are not so uniform and flat due to the local oxidati
pollution, and other factors. Therefore, the study on the c
related RSA process on uniform surfaces is important. T
nonuniform surfaces can be described by percolati
@14,19,20#. The probabilityps by which the percolation is
created, stands for the nonuniform degree of surfaces.

In this paper, we present the model of correlated-rand
sequential adsorption~CRSA! on nonuniform surfaces. Ou
results will be helpful for understanding the influences
spatial nonuniformity and the correlation between partic
on the RSA processes.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS

The simulation algorithm is composed of two parts: pr
ducing percolation surfaces and producing clusters by CR
on the percolation surfaces~spaces!.

The percolation surfaces were produced by Leath meth
which can generate a single percolation cluster and has b
introduced in Refs.@14,21# in detail. There is a critical prob-
ability pc ~for 2D square lattice,pc;0.593) @14,21#. When
ps,pc , the Leath percolation cluster can grow to an infin
one. To produce an infinite surface, the probabilityps is
taken values in the rangepc&ps<1, which describes the
nonuniform degree of surfaces. In percolation surfaces,the
occupied sites and blocked ones represent the normal s
and defects in surfaces, respectively.

Going a further step, we generate clusters on nonunifo
surfaces by CRSA processes as follows. At the initial tim
there is one seed on the percolation surfaces. Then part
are randomly deposited on the surface one at a time.The
particles can only be deposited onto the normal sites in s
faces. The adsorbed probability for a deposited particle d
d-
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to the i th already adsorbed particle is given by the followi
form @15–18,22#:

pi51/r i
a , ~1!

wherea is the correlation exponent (a>0) andr i stands for
the distance from the deposited particle toi th adsorbed par-
ticle. For some systems, the defects in surfaces can also
come traps for particles@8,23#. So the adsorbed probabilit
for a particle due to thekth defect can be written as@8,23,24#

pk85s, ~2!

wheres (0<s<1) is the sticking coefficient and stands f
the ability of defect absorbing particles, just like that in t
model of reaction-limited aggregation@25,26#. Furthermore,
considering the effects of all the already adsorbed part
and defects on the deposited particle, the total adsor
probability can be given by

P5(
i 51

N

pi1 (
k51

N8

pk8 , ~3!

whereN and N8 are the current numbers of absorbed p
ticles and defects, respectively. Deposit a particle, calcu
its adsorbed probabilityP, and the particle is absorbed wit
the probabilityP. This process is repeated until the expec
growth scale is obtained.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical simulations are performed on a finite squ
lattice by Monte Carlo methods. The length of square p
ticles is chosen to be the unit of length. The occupied fr
tion is given byf5N/N0, whereN andN0 are the particle
number of absorbed particles and that of normal sites in
colation surfaces.

FIG. 1. In the case where the defects are inert, i.e.,s50, the
distributions of absorbed particles on percolation surfaces with v
ant probabilitiesps and correlation exponentsa. ~a! ps50.593 and
a51.5; ~b! ps50.7, anda51.5; ~c! ps51 and a51.5; ~d! ps

50.593 anda53.0; ~e! ps50.7 anda53.0; and~f! ps51 anda
53.0.
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A. Patterns on nonuniform surfaces formed by CRSA process

We simulated the clusters by CRSA processes on pe
lation surfaces with variant occupied probabilitiesps and
sticking coefficientss of defects for a set of correlation ex
ponentsa.

First, we investigate the case where the defects in surfa
are inert (s50), i.e., the defects cannot absorb particles.
the case of the weak correlation (a is small!, i.e., there is
only a weak interaction between deposited particles. All
sorbed particles are dispersed randomly on the percola
surfaces@see Figs. 1~a–c!#. It is the random pattern formed
by RSA processes@11#, except that the dispersed distributio
is limited by percolation spaces. Due to the nonuniformity
surfaces, the patterns in percolations with smallps appear
sparser than those in ones with largeps . This is just the site
percolation in percolation space, and the occupied fractiof
corresponds to the occupied probability in producing s
percolation@14#. As a increases, the correlation between p
ticles gets strong, i.e., former absorbed particles have in
ence on the adsorption of later deposited particles. Parti
prefer to settle near the already absorbed ones. Thus,
sorbed particles concentrate in some areas and form d
pattern locally on percolation surfaces@as shown in Figs.
1~d–f!#. The pattern is just the correlated site percolati
except for the percolation space@22#, which is similar to the
pattern of urban growth@15#. If a is large enough, the cor
relation becomes very strong, i.e., the absorption stron
depends on the former particles. In this case, we getP51
~when r 51) and 0~when r .1) from Eqs.~1! and ~3!. It
means that the deposited particles can only be absorbe
the nearest sites to the cluster composed of the former
sorbed particles. This is just the growth rule of the Ed
cluster@28#. Because the growth spaces are percolation c
ters, the patterns consisting of absorbed particles are L
percolation clusters with variantps . The cluster is the Eden
‘‘pie’’ for ps51, or Leath percolation forps,1 @14,28#.

Now, we study the effect of the absorption between
defects and deposited particles on the pattern produced
CRSA processes. In this case, the defects are active (sÞ0),
the interaction between defects and particles should be
sidered. In the case of smalla, the correlation between par
ticles is weak, but the absorption of surfaces is strong.s has
little influence on the pattern and particles still keep ra
domly dispersed on percolation surfaces.

In the following, we discuss the case of strong correlat
in details. In the case of largea, particles prefer to aggregat
due to the strong correlation between particles. But whenps
is small, there exist many defects in surfaces and the def
can absorb the particles with probabilitys. So the patterns
change a lot, especially fors→1. As s→1 andps→pc , the
pattern keeps random dispersed in spite of the change oa.
The growth process is dominated by the absorption of
defects which are distributed dispersedly in surfaces. As
decreases to 0, the patterns change to some sparse is
@shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. If the correlation becomes
very strong, the islands will appear very dense and the n
ber of islands decreases with the increase ofa and the de-
crease ofs @see Figs. 2~d! and 2~e! comparing with Figs. 2~a!

i-
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 057201
and 2~b!#. When ps51, the surface reduces to Eden ‘‘pie
which is similar to a uniform and flat 2D space. There a
very few defects in Eden ‘‘pie,’’ sos has little influence on
the pattern, which can be seen in Fig. 1~f! and Fig. 2~c!. If a
is large enough, the pattern will become the Eden ‘‘p
@shown in Fig. 2~f!#.

From the above, we generalize a conclusion. Fors50
~inert defects!, the influence of surfaces on the pattern is n
much. The nonuniform spaces only make the patterns
come sparser. Particles are distributed randomly in perc
tion space, which is original RSA in percolations and cor
sponds to the weak limit of the present model. For the c
that the adsorption between particles is very strong, parti
prefer to aggregate and form dense pattern of single clu
which reduces to Leath percolation and corresponds to
strong limit of the model. ForsÞ0 ~active defects!, due to
the adsorption of defects, the influence of surfaces on
pattern is very much. Whenps is small ands is large, the
process is controlled by the adsorption of defects and
correlation has little effect on the pattern. Then the patt
appears random and dispersed in spite of the correla

FIG. 2. In the case that sticking coefficient of defectss50.01,
the distributions of absorbed particles on percolation surfaces
variant probabilitiesps and correlation exponentsa. ~a! ps50.593
and a53; ~b! ps50.7 and a53; ~c! ps51 and a53; ~d! ps

50.593 anda57; ~e! ps50.7 anda57; ~f! ps51 anda57.
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When s→0, the process is dominated by the adsorption
surface and the correlation between particles. Witha in-
creasing, there exists the transition from the random pat
to dense one.

B. Fractal dimension of the clusters

The geometric property can be expressed by fractal
mensionD f . The fractal dimension of the cluster consistin
of adsorbed particles can be calculated by the box-coun
method@3#. It has been found, for a low occupied fractio
apparent fractal behavior was observed between physic
relevant cutoffs in a system of random sets in a box@27#. The
lower cutoff r 0 is presented by the length of particles. Th
upper cutoffr 1 is given by the average gap between adjac
particles @27#. The calculations below were completed b
this method. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.

The results fors50 are shown in Fig. 3~a!. As a in-
creases, the fractal dimensionD f increases from small value
up to 2 ~for ps51) or 1.89 ~for ps50.593) and the smal
values correspond to the occupied fractionf andps . These
values are just the expected results, stated below. When
correlation is weak, particles are dispersed randomly on
colation surfaces. These are the pattern of site percolation
percolation spaces. The fractal dimensionD f is small and
related to the occupied fractionf @14,27#, as well as the
percolation space. The largerf and ps are, the largerD f
becomes. When the correlation is strong enough, the
ticles construct Leath percolation cluster (ps,1) or Eden
one (ps51). The pattern is dense growth morphology exce
that it is limited by the space. Thus, ifps51, D f52 @28#.
And if ps50.593, the Leath percolation is at the critic
threshold and with the fractal dimension of 91/48@14#.

Figure 3~b! plots the results forsÞ0. It can be seens has
little influence on theD f for the case thatps51. But for
ps;pc , a little increase ofs from zero can result in the grea
decrease ofD f . In the case of larges and smallps , D f keeps
small values in spite of the change ofa. But for s→0, D f
increases with the increase ofa. These results can be unde
stood as follows. In the case of larges and smallps , there
exist many defects in surfaces and their absorbing ability
very strong. The process is controlled by the adsorption
defects, so the correlation has little influence onD f . Due to
the dispersed distribution of defects, absorbed particles

th
ns

FIG. 3. The fractal dimensionsD f of the clus-

ters consisting of absorbed particles as functio
of the correlation exponenta for variant percola-
tion surfaces.~a! s50, ps51, andf50.2 ~full
circle!; ps51 and f50.1 ~open circle!; ps

50.593 andf50.1 ~full triangle!; ps50.593 and
f50.02 ~open triangle!. ~b! f50.1, ps51, and
s51 ~full circle!; ps51 and s50.01 ~open
circle!; ps50.593 ands51 ~full triangle!; ps

50.593 ands50.01 ~open triangle!.
1-3
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distributed randomly also. Thus,D f keeps small values fo
varianta. But for the cases→0, the absorbing ability of the
defects is very weak. The absorption of defects has li
effect on the pattern. With the increment ofa, D f increases
from low values to high ones.

It can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, there exists the tra
tion from the random dispersed pattern to compact o
which is also reflected by the sharp step inD f2a curves in
Fig. 3. To understand the behavior ofD f with a varying, an
analysis is presented on the distribution of new absor
particles. We consider the absorbed probabilityPl of par-
ticles at the sites whose distance from the nearest alre
absorbed particle are larger than a certain valuel. Then Pl
can be given by

Pl5(
r 5 l

`

p~r !Y (
r 51

`

p~r !. ~4!

We use integral instead of summation approximately. Not
that the integral is performed in percolation spaces, Eq.~4!
becomes Pl5(r ds2au l

`)/(r ds2au1
`), whereds are the fractal

dimensions of percolation spaces. As a rough estimate
obtain that Pl'1 for the rangea,ds , Pl' l ds2a for the
range a.ds ; and in the case a5ds , Pl

5 lim
a→ds

(r ds2au l
`/r ds2au1

`)51. Pl51 (a<ds) corre-

sponds to that absorbed particles appear everywhere
domly and Pl5 l ds2a (a.ds) means the probability with
which particles are absorbed reduces exponentially as
distance increases. In consequence,ac5ds is the transition
point from a random dispersed distribution to a compact
-
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of particles. Sinceds is the fractal dimension of the percola
tion spaces with probabilityps and the reduction ofps brings
about the decrease ofds , we can also get the result thatac
decreases with the reduction ofpw . Now we turn to the
discussion about the sharp step appearing ata'ds in D f
2a curve of Fig. 3. As mentioned before,ac decreases with
the reduction ofds . Whena,ds , the system belongs to th
universality class of random graph with a certain fractal
mension depending onps and f. When oncea.ds , the
particles concentrate locally, and the fractal dimension
creases.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a model of correlated-random sequen
absorption on nonuniform surfaces was introduced and
vestigated by Monte Carlo simulations. Our model gave
variety of patterns including site percolation, correlated s
percolation, Leath percolation, Eden cluster, sparse isla
and dense islands for different cases. These results can
us to describe and understand a large class of absorbed
clustering phenomena in nonuniform spaces, such as p
lation distribution in actual cities, cluster formation on no
uniform surfaces, epidemic spreading in real worlds, and
on.
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